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5

Abstract6

A PID Controller has been designed and incorporated into the Robot based Agricultural7

System. This system comprises a Robotic Vehicle which navigates through the field in the8

desired direction performing tilling or de-weeding as it moves. The PID control system has9

been designed for automatic steering and speed control of the Robotic Vehicle. The PID10

control system continuously checks and corrects the direction of travel to keep the vehicle on11

the desired track. PID Control equations for Discrete Time Domain have been derived and12

validated by using MATLAB. Functional tests were carried out using ModelSim. The13

hardware results were finally validated using MATLAB again. The direction accuracy14

achieved is better than 0.0115

16

Index terms— PID controller, robot control, agricultural automation, speed control, steering control.17

1 Introduction18

he Robotic Vehicle is primarily designed to till the field to the specified length and breadth. The movement of19
the vehicle in any direction be it forward or reverse, should be in a straight line. Otherwise, the vehicle may move20
haphazardly, not tilling the ground in a straight line. If this operation is carried out manually, the throughput is21
painfully low. If the entire agricultural operation is carried out using Robotic vehicle, such as the proposed one,22
which is unmanned, then great care has to be taken to ensure that the movement of the vehicle is in the desired23
direction always. This calls for an automated feedback system, which keeps track of the wheel direction of the24
vehicle, compares it with the set direction, and takes corrective measure in case of any deviation from the set25
direction. There are many techniques reported to achieve the direction control or speed control of the wheels of26
automatic unmanned vehicles using PID controller.27

A tele_operated, farmland information collecting robot [1] was developed using PID Controller and PWM28
principle [2]. An ideal PID controller is described by ??ang Hongxing [3] for a farm land information collecting29
robot.30

For tuning of the PID controller parameters, critical proportioning methods are used [4]. A PID Controller31
developed using 8051 microcontroller [5][6] has been briefly explained with programming done in embedded32
C. Suying Yang, Miaomiao Gao, Jianying Lin, and Zhuohan Li have worked on PID controller IP Core for33
temperature control in System on a Programmable Chip (SOPC). The authors have described the PID Control34
algorithm using HDL on FPGA [7]. They have designed PID controller IP core to make temperature tests to35
the control object with features of inertia and pure delay. Avalon bus is used for connecting processor to the36
peripherals.37

Guoshing Huang and Shuocheng Lee have explained the PC based PID speed control in DC Motor [8] using38
Lab view. It uses Vis Sim software simulator to analyze its response. The signals have been acquired through39
NI DAQ USB-6008 card. The parameters are adjusted to control the motor speed by using the Lab view aided40
PID controller.41

Zhen Wang and Lingshun Liu [9] have designed a control system using the microcontroller TMS320LF2407A42
for sampling and regulating the speed of the DC Motor and have used AT89C51 microcontroller for inputting43
and displaying the speed of the DC Motor.44
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2 II. PID CONTROL SYSTEM

Junyao Gao et al. [10] have designed control methods for unmanned vehicle. For steering control of the wheels,45
the authors have applied a complex mathematics using a multistep neural network. Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm46
(GA) PID control method is used for the turning control of wheels.47

An Intelligent Control for a Crawling Unmanned Vehicle [11] have been designed by Dr. Kwang Hwa Lee.48
An adaptive feedback controller is designed by using a combination of PID and Adaptive Neural network Fuzzy49
Logic.50

Xiaogang Ruan, Qiyuan Wang and Naigong Yu, have designed Dual-loop Adaptive Decoupling Control for51
Single Wheeled Robot based on Neural PID Controller [12]. They have used Newton-Euler equations in their52
design to achieve wheel control.53

Migara H. et al. have designed a Robotic Arm with Hydraulic actuators operated by servo valves [13]. Each54
joint position is controlled by a PID based system. The system was modeled using MATLAB-SIMULINK tool55
box.56

M. S. [12]. They have used Newton-Euler equations in their design to achieve wheel control.57
Migara H. et al. have designed a Robotic Arm with Hydraulic actuators operated by servo valves [13]. Each58

joint position is controlled by a PID based system. The system was modeled using MATLAB-SIMULINK tool59
box.60

M. S. For tracking stabilization of Robot Motion, a new variable structure PID controller design is considered61
[15]. A certain PID sliding motion of a controller with PID sliding surface is substantiated for a robotic62
manipulator. Lyapunov full quadratic form and upper and lower matrix norm inequalities are formulated for63
sliding and global stability. This control algorithm is applied to robot arm through simulations and the authors64
have found that the control function is satisfactory.65

An approach for a remote PID controller design have been presented by Hui Zhang et al [16]. They have first66
developed the design method for Static Output Feedback (SOF) Controller, and using this PID controller has67
been designed. The SOF Controller has been designed using Bernoulli random binary distribution and matrix68
inequalities.69

Chaoraingern J et al. [17] have designed PID Controller using Coefficient Diagram Method (CDM) for track70
following control of hard disk drive. It is based on proper selection of the characteristic transfer function of the71
closed loop control system. They have shown through MATLAB simulation results that CDM design is quite72
stable.73

Marino R et al. [18] have designed a nested PID control for lane keeping autonomous vehicles which are vision74
based. The steering angle is the control input and it is designed taking into account yaw rate and the central75
offset measured by a gyroscope and vision system respectively. The simulations were carried out on Standard76
Big Sedan CarSim Vehicle model. Saidonar M. S. et al. [19] have considered only differential steering control77
with proportional control methods for a mobile robot. The current velocities of the right and left wheel are used78
to determine the current position of the mobile robot The velocity and angular velocity of the robot helps to79
determine the number of encoder pulses that have to be fed to the DC motors connected to the right and left80
wheel. The proportional controller is used to produce the same speed for both right and left wheel to ensure the81
movement of the robot in a straight line.82

Veerachari Mummadi [20] has proposed a digital PID controller for H bridge soft switching boost Converter.83
The author has formulated the mathematical models of the H bridge using the system identification tool and has84
used in the PID design. Designing the PID Controller has been done using Pole Placement Technique (PPT)85
together with Sensitivity Function Shaping (SFS).86

PID Controller has been designed in this work for automatic steering and speed control of the Robotic Vehicle.87
PID Control equations for Discrete Time Domain are presented and validated by using MATLAB in this section.88

The paper is organized as follows.89

2 II. Pid Control System90

The PID controller produces an output signal comprising three terms-one proportional to error signal, another91
proportional to integral of error signal and the third one proportional to the derivative of error signal. Fig. 192
presents the PID controller in its expanded form. u(t) = K p e(t) + (K p /T i ) ?e(t) dt + K p T d (d/dt) e(t)93
(1) or u(t) = K p e(t) + K i ?e(t) dt + K d (d/dt) e(t)(2)94

where,u(t) = Total Corrected Error, K p = Proportional Gain, T i = Integral Time, T d = Derivative time,95
K i = Integral Gain = K p /T i and K d = Proportional Gain = K p T d .96

The proportional control stabilizes the gain but produces a steady state error. The integral control reduces97
or eliminates the steady state error. The derivative control reduces the rate of change of error. For example,98
in steering control, if the reference or set direction is 180 degrees and if the robot is moving off from the set99
direction, say, to 182 degrees, then the controller dynamically corrects the wheel speeds in such a manner that100
the robot moves closer to 180 degrees. The frequency at which the measured direction is input is called the101
sampling rate. Higher the sampling rate, greater will be the precision in correcting the error. The PID control102
is also achieved at the same rate.103
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3 a) Derivation of Discrete Domain PID Controller Equations104

Fundamental PID Controller equations were presented in the previous section. In this section, discrete domain105
equations are so derived that it is amenable for Verilog RTL coding. To start with, the following assumptions106
are made:? Number of samples = n,107

? Sample rate (say, 25 Hz depending on the sensor employed) = SR,108
? Desired direction of the Robot = set_dir, and? Actual measured direction from a digital compass = dir (n).109
The difference between the set and the measured directions naturally is the error expressed as Eq. 3.e(n) =110

set_dir -dir(n)(3)111
Overall Error computed by the Proportional, Integral and Differential terms of the PID Controller may be112

derived from Eq. ( 2) and is presented in Eq. (4). u(n) = K0 * e(n) + K1 * e(n-1) + K2 * integral (n) (4) where113
K0, K1 and K2 are constant gain factors for the Proportional, Differential and Integral terms respectively and114
integral (n) = integral (n-1) + (set_dir -dir (n))/SR (5) As an approximation, we get the corrected direction:dirn115
(n) = set_dir + (K2/K0) * integral(n) -u(n)/K0 + [(u(n-1)/K0)/(K2/(K1*SR) + K0/K1)](6)116

Equation ( 6) gives the corrected direction.117
In order to get the value of the corrected direction closer to the reference set direction, various values of K0,118

K1 and K2 were experimented with in the above equation using MATLAB. Optimum values arrived at for these119
gain constants are presented in the next section.120

4 b) MATLAB Realization of PID Controller121

The PID Controller equations derived in the previous section has been coded in MATLAB and results of the122
corrected direction and the set direction for different gain constant values have been presented in Fig. 2 for the123
Optimum Gain constants. For this set of gain constants, the corrected direction is closest to the set direction124
with the least overall error. The values for average direction, average error and overall error for different sets of125
K0, K1, and K2 have also been computed and presented in Table 1.126

5 Block Diagram of the Proposed Robotic Vehicle with pid127

Controller128

The block diagram of PID controller designed for the Robotic Vehicle is presented in Fig. 3. The system comprises129
the following functional blocks: Digital Compass, PID Controller, Robotic Controller and DC Motor Controller.130

A digital compass is used for measuring the earth’s magnetic field. It has a built in UART interface and can131
be readily used with any FPGA, ASIC or Microcontroller based design. The measuring range of the compass is132
0 to 360 degrees and it has a resolution of 0.1 degree and an accuracy of 1 degree. The frequency response is 25133
Hz. The initial reading is set as is convenient for the field to be tilled. It is the reference direction in which the134
vehicle is continuously expected to navigate. The digital compass starts transmitting the measured value serially135
on its TX line. The reception baud rate is also 9600. One direction value is received as 7 bytes. The First and136
second Bytes are 0D H and 0A H respectively. Then the three bytes of data representing the measured direction137
in ASCII format is received. This is followed by 2E (being Byte 6) indicating decimal point. Byte 7 is the digit138
after the decimal point. As an example, for 350.0 degrees, the third byte to seventh byte is 33 H, 35 H, and 30139
H respectively.140

Since the ASM charts for the entire design are numerous, the ASM chart for the PID Controller only is141
presented as an example in Fig. 4. The main function of this module is to read the current direction of the142
robotic vehicle, check for deviation from the set direction at 25 Hz sample rate, calculate the error and correct143
the direction of the vehicle. The vehicle is kept at the desired direction by controlling the pulse width of the144
right wheels, whereas the pulse width of the left wheel is kept constant.145

The PID Controller starts functioning only after receiving a valid ”enable_pidc” signal from the main146
controller. Once the module is enabled, it waits for the direction data output from the Digital Compass module.147
It acquires the direction data only after getting a valid ”data_valid” signal. The first direction data received148
is treated as the ”set_dir” (meaning set direction) for the vehicle. The successive ”dir” data received is then149
compared with the ”set_dir” and the corresponding error ”e(n)” is computed. Thereafter, the PID corrected150
error ”u(n)” is calculated which is the sum of proportional, integral and the differential errors to compute the151
corresponding corrected direction ”dirn”.152

Once the corrected direction is calculated, the next task of the PID Controller is to derive the pulse widths153
for the left and the right wheels. For this purpose, a free running counter ”pwidthm” is used, whose terminal154
count corresponds to 100 % duty cycle. For the left wheels, the counter value is compared with the ”set_dir”155
value, which is equivalent to about 67% duty cycle pulse width and a high pulse output is issued at output156
pin ”pwidthm_l” for the condition: (start_pwidthm = 1) & (pwidthm <= set_dir). Otherwise, Logic ”0” is157
output. Similarly, for the right wheels, a high pulse output is issued at output pin ”pwidthm_r” for the condition:158
(start_pwidthm = 1) & (pwidthm <= dirn). The direction is controlled by only the duty cycle of the two pulses.159
This is achieved by keeping the duty cycle of left wheel constant (”pwidthm_l” low for ”pwidthm = 3500”) with160
respect to set direction (set_dir = 3500), whereas the duty cycle of right wheels is determined based on the161
corrected direction value ”dirn”. When the set direction and the corrected direction values are equal, the pulse162
width for all the four wheels is same. In this example, the measured direction ”dir” is 350.0. It may be noted163
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7 CONCLUSION

that when the current PID computed Robot direction ”dirn” matches (3491 meaning 349.1 degrees) the current164
running counter value ”pwidthm”, then the right wheels pulse width output ”pwidthm_r” is forced low, thus165
correcting the Robot direction to 349.1 degrees. Although the actual error ”e(n)” is zero in this case, the PID166
computed error ”u(n)” is -1. This error is made up in the next sample.167

6 VI.168

Validation of Verilog rtl Design using Matlab169
Various directions such as the set direction (set_dir), measured direction (dir), PID corrected direction (dirn)170

and the corresponding pulse width (pwidthm_r) that controls the right wheels of the Robot are plotted using171
MATLAB for 40 samples of Digital Compass and is presented in Fig. 10. The waveform reveals that the direction172
correction effected by the RTL code is more effective than even MATLAB in spite of using less precision in Verilog173
coding, thus validating the Robotic Controller Design.174

7 Conclusion175

A PID Control System for Robot based Agricultural System has been designed. As an example, the set direction176
is taken to be 350 degrees and the Digital Compass continuously gives out the measured direction at the sample177
rate of 25 Hz. The number of samples taken is 40 for testing. The PID control system continuously checks and178
corrects the direction of travel to keep the vehicle on the desired track. PID Control equations for Discrete Time179
Domain have been derived and coded in Verilog RTL. Functional tests were carried out using ModelSim. The180
hardware results were finally validated using MATLAB. The direction accuracy achieved is better than 0.01%.

Figure 1:
181

1182
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Figure 2: Figure 1 :

Figure 3:
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7 CONCLUSION

2

Figure 4: Figure 2 :

1

Sl.
No.

K0 K1 K2 Avg. Avg. Error Overall error

Direction in feet
1 1/8 1/32 2/1 350.0024 -0.0024 -0.0128
2 1/8 0 2/1 350.1875 -0.1875 -0.9817
3 1/8 1/32 0 350.5859 -0.5859 -3.0680
4 1/4 1/32 2/1 350.3446 -0.3446 -1.8042
5 1/16 1/32 2/1 348.0040 1.9960 10.4512
6 1/8 1/16 2/1 348.9060 1.0940 5.7284
7 1/8 1/32 1/4 350.4825 -0.4825 -2.5265
8 1/16 1/32 1/4 350.0093 -0.0093 -0.0488
9 1/8 1/32 1/16 350.5591 -0.5591 -2.9276
III.

Figure 5: Table 1 :
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